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Abstract: A comprehensively instrumented S-310JA-4 sounding rocket was
launched into a ray band type auroral region from Syowa Station in Antarctica
at 0032 (UT) on August 18, 1978, in order to study mechanisms of high-latitude
ionospheric disturbances, specifically to clarify the mechanism of ionospheric
irreguralities in the aurora such as two-stream, cross-field and ion cycJotron in
stabilities. Payload instrumentations and ground-based observations correspond
ing to the mission objectives are discussed. All payloads functioned successfuJiy
and a general view of obtained data is also briefly outlined.

1. Introduction

There have been many rocket and radar observations as well as theoretical works
on the plasma instabilities that occur in the equatorial E region and in the auroral
E region. Several interpretations have been proposed, among which the so-called
type 1 (Farley and Buneman instability: FARLEY, 1963; BuNEMAN, 1963) and type 2
(cross-field instability: SATO and OGAWA, 1976) instabilities seem to be predominent
(PRAKASH et al., 1970; BALSLEY and ECKLUND, 1972; BALSLEY et al., 1973; PRIMDAHL
et al., 1974; OLESEN et al., 1975; D'ANGELO, 1977). Whereas another type of insta
bility (type 3) possibly associated with ion cyclotron instability (D'ANGELO, 1973)
exists in the aurora (BALSLEY and ECKLUND, 1972).
In situ rocket observation revealed directly the plasma instability in the polar
cusp region by measuring plasma density, waves, and DC electric field, and identified
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the Farley-Buneman instability (UNGSTRUP et al., 1975). Many rocket experiments
have also been carried out at Syowa Station and have found the electron density
irregularities in the aurora (OGAWA et al., 1976; MORI et al., 1979).
In order to understand more precisely and clarify the mechanisms of ionospheric
irregularities coupled with other auroral phenomena, a comprehensively instrumented
S-3IOJA-4 sounding rocket had been designed and was launched from Syowa Station
in Antarctica. The payload design with scientific objectives is discussed followed
by the instrumentation of the payloads. A general view of obtained data is also
briefly presented.
2. Scientific Objectives and Payload Design
2.1. Scientific objectives
In the ionospheric E region at the altitude range around 100 km where /m <
v1n and /He'?? Ven (v1ce)n being an ion (electron)-neutral collision frequency and
/mce) an ion (electron) cyclotron frequency), there are at least 3 types of plasma insta
bilities associated with auroral activities, that is, a two-stream (Farley-Buneman)
instability, a cross-field instability and an ion cyclotron instability.
A two-stream instability may occur under the condition that the velocity of
electron due to the Ex B drift exceeds the sound velocity, i.e.
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where VE=Ex B/B 2 , k and ky are excited wave propagation vector and its y-component (x//vE, z//B and y makes the third orthgonal coordinate system), Cs an ion
accoustic velocity, µce)1 a mobility of electron (ion), Ea de electric field vector, and
B the geomagnetic field vector.
On the other hand, a cross-field instability is associated with a density gradient
drift instability, its condition being expressed as

-

-
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where rne is an electron density gradient perpendicular to the geomagnetic field
vector B.
The third one is an ion cyclotron instability due to the large influx of energetic
particles.
In order to reveal each instability condition and clarify the above-mentioned
mechanisms and their non-linear developments, it is essential to measure electron
density and temperature, irregularities in electron density, the fluctuations of electric
field and magnetic field vectors, a wave propagation vector, a de electric field, and an
energetic particle flux. It is also required to measure a VLF wave spectrum, a HF
wave spectrum, and a Poynting flux of VLF waves, together with ground-based
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observations by means of an all-sky camera, a sanning photometer, an auroral radar,
a cosmic noise absorption, an ionosonde, a magnetogram, and a VLF receiver, in
order to investigate a cross-correlation of instabilities in the aurora with the high
latitude ionospheric phenomena. Since the auroral radar is directed towards south,
the S-3IOJA-4 was launched southwards. To translate the coordinate system fixed
to the rocket into the earth-fixed coordinate system, aspect sensors must be installed
and detect an attitude of the rocket with respect to the earth.
2.2. Payload des;gn
(I) EMF (Electric and Magnetic Fields) instrument with four separate sphere
probes (one dipole along X-axis about 6.9 m apart and another dipole along Y-axis
about 3.7 m apart and two dipoles are separated by about 0.83 m inZ-axis) measures
3 components of de electric field, (EDCl , EDC2, EDC3), and 4 ac (ELF band)
electric field components (EAC l , EAC2, EAC3, EAC4) relative to the rocket body.
Using three orthogonal loop antennas with a diameter of 10 cm, 3 components of ac
(ELF band) magnetic field (HAC l , HAC2, HAC3) are measured. To find out the
Poynting vector of the 7 kHz noise (probably hiss band), 6 components (EPVl ,
EPV2, EPV3, HPVl, HPV2, HPV3) of EaBp (a::/=p and a,p=x, y, z) and oneZ com
ponent (i.e. PZT=Ex By -Ey Bx ) are computed onboard and transmitted to the
ground. The wide-band signals of both E and H components (WBE, WBH) of
VLF waves are transmitted via a specially designed subcarrier band of telemetry.
(2) PWH (Plasma Waves in High-frequency range), by using a whip antenna,
measures a swept frequency spectrum of 200 kHz to 10 MHz waves generated by
wave-particle interactions in the aurora.
(3) TEL (Temperature of Electrons) is a standard rocket-born probe to measure
an electron temperature ranging from 300 K to 5000 K, together with a floating
voltage of the rocket (TEL-VF).
(4) NEI (Number of Electrons by Impedance probe) is also a standard rocket
born probe to measure an absolute value of electron density every 10 s.
(5) NEL (Number of Electrons by Langmuir probe) measures a de electric
current (NEL-DC) flowing into the sphere probe with a positive biased voltage. This
current gives a continuous relative electron density profile. AC (ELF band) com
ponents (JNEl , JNE2) of electron density irregularities at two sphere probes 30 cm
apart and the wide-band spectrum (WNEl ) are also measured. A correlation between
JNEl and JNE2 gives a wave number of the irregularities. A Faraday cup with an
aperture of 10 cm in diameter is used to detect a total energetic particle influx (PAR)
with energies more than 90 eV, to obtain a correlation between particle irregularities
and electron density irregurarities, as well as to study a relation of an energetic particle
precipitation to auroral VLF waves (hiss band) and other auroral phenomena.
(6) HOS (Horizon Sensor) is an infra-red detector which gives a boundary of
the earth and the sky. To combine this data with the geomagnetic field vector
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obtained by GA sensor, it is possible to determine an attitude of the rocket in the
earth-fixed coordinate system.
(7) GA (Geomagnetic Aspectmeter) is a standard rocket-born instrument to
measure the geomagnetic field vector, i.e. the Z component (GAZ) parallel to the
rocket spin axis and the H component (GAH) perpendicular to the axis.
In addition to the standard telemetry system (TMI), another specially prepared
telemetry system (TM2) is installed to support the required member of signals. Since
Table 1.

Channel allocation of signals for both TMJ and TM2.

IRIG
Band No.

Response

TMl
(295 MHz)

TM2
(400 MHz)

B
14
1 3
12
11
IO

7.25 kHz
300 Hz
220
160
110
81

WBE
.:1NE1
EACl//EPVl
EAC2//EPV2
HACl//HPVl
HOS
PWH///NEI
TEL

WHB/WNEl
.:1NE2/PAR
EAC3//EPV 3
EAC4
HAC2//HPV2
HAC 3//HPV 3
PAR/.:1NE2
NEL-AGC
EDC2
EDC3
NEL-DC
TEL-VF
HOS-MON
(NA)

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

59
45
35
25
20
14
11
(/0 = 560 Hz)

------- ---�---------- --'

Note: A/B
A//B

A/JIB
PG

PZT

EDCl+PG
PWH///NEI
GAH
GAZ
I PWH-R

A to Bat X+2 30 s (X: Launching time)
A to Bat X + 102 s
Bto A at X+ 360s
A tt Bat every 2 s///8 s
Monitor of pantagraph extension

Summary of sensors used in the S-310JA-4 rocket experiment.

Table 2.

Sensors
4

3
2
1
1
1
1
2

- -

Spheres ( 30 mm9?) for Enc and E., (EMF)
Orthogonal loops (100 mm¢) for H., (EMF)
Spheres ( 30 mm¢) for NEL
Whip (1.2 m) for NEI-PWH
TEL disc (100 mm¢) probe (TEL)
Faraday cup (100 mm¢) (NEL)
Horizon sensor (HOS)
Axis flux-gate magnetometer (GA)
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there is only one rocket-telemetry receiver at Syowa Station, the TM2 with a carrier
frequency of 400 MHz is designed to adapt it for a satellite telemetry receiver, though
a ground telemetry receiving antenna must be operated manually according to the
pre-calculated rocket trajectory and adjustment must be made by the off-line radar
tracking data.
All telemetry signals discussed above are. listed in Table 1. Table 2 is a sum
mary of sensors used in this rocket experiment. In order to separate two dipole
antennas in Z direction, a pantagraph is used between them and expanded after the
rocket nose-cone jettison.
3. Experiment Performance

The S-310JA-4 was successfully launched southwards from Syowa Station at
0032 (UT) on August 18, 1978, into the ray band type auroral region. The timer,
which determines a time sequence of the events as scheduled in Table 3, was correctly
operated, and all payloads performed the observations accordingly. The final spin
frequency of the rocket after all antennas were deployed was 0.71 Hz. The apex
of the rocket trajectory was 199 km at 224 s after the launch, and the flight time was
about 420 s.
Table 3.
X

x+
x+
x+
x+
x+

50s
55s
56s
57s
61 s
x+ 62 s
x+102 s
X+ 23 0s
X+3 60s

Time sequence of S-310/A-4.

Life-off

Despin by Yo-Yo despiner
Nose-cone jettison
Pantagraph raise
NEI-PWH whip antenna extension, internal calibration for 1 s
Two dipoles extension, TEL sensor and NEL probes deployment
Loop antennas deployment
TM channel exchange 1, internal calibration for 1 s
TM channel exchange 2, internal calibration for 1 s
TM channel exchange 3, internal calibration for 1 s

The experiment was carried out just after the small substorm onset was recog
nized by the ground magnetogram. Detailed interpretation of the ground-based
observational data during the rocket flight is given in the paper by YAMAGISHI et al.
(1981).
4. Experimental Results and Discussion

Brief discussion on the experimental results is given in this section. More
detailed data are presented and interpreted in the paper by Y AMAGISHI et al. ( 1981)
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Typical data set of S-310JA-4. WB-AGC is an automatic gain control level of the
wide-band data of TMJ and TM2 changing at every 9 s and 11 s. Other abbreviations
of signal names are explained in the text (Section 2).

in this issue. Fig. I illustrates the typical data set representing overall individual pay
load performance.
As for the electron density (Ne ) and temperature (Te ) profiles, large-scale struc
tures of Ne and Te enhancements are observed and they show anti-correlation, that
is, the density increases where the temperature decreases, and vice versa. HIRAO
(1967) showed the same kind of structure of electron temperature. This is interpreted
that there are different ionization and heating across the different geomagnetic field
lines along which high energy particles vary in time and space with different energy
spectra precipitating in the auroral region. The anti-correlation suggests a local
pressure balance of an ionized gas. It is required to make simultaneous observations
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of energetic particles with high energy resolution and high sensitivity, in order to
understand this phenomenon.
The ELF fluctuations of electron density and wave electric field were observed.
Especially a frequency spectrum of detected electric field shows a peak power around
7 Hz and its harmonics which are very close to the Schumann resonance frequency
and its harmonics.
There was a fairly large de electric field up to about 50 mV/m and its direction
was changing during the flight. The S-3 IOJA-7 also experienced the same order (a
factor of 1.5 to 2) of electric field intensity. The variations of intensity and direction
seem to correlate with an auroral electro-jet and high energy particle precipitation.
The hiss band noises were intermittently observed in the wave electric field chan
nel during the flight, and sometimes they have a relation with locally precipitating
particles. There are hiss-like noises around 200 kHz and diffuse noises around 1
MHz, observed by the PWH instrument. Details of these mechanisms remain for
future study.
Though the large de electric fields are observed during the flight, there are no
obvious density fluctuations in the ray band type aurora, caused by the two-stream
instability or the cross-field instability. In the case of S-3 IOJA-7 which traversed
through much stronger auroral arcs than this case, several instabilities are identified.
Most of the fluctuations observed in this experiment have been identified as a dis
turbance produced by the rocket vehicle itself. But, it is obvious from this experi
ment that there are wave-particle interactions which generate the waves in the wide
frequency ranges from ELF of HF bands. The instrumentation techniques developed
in this rocket experiment have been proved to give us useful means of the in situ
observations in the high-latitude ionosphere.
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